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GODA:

Putting the charm
back in gourmet
Caroline Mills

The majestic GODA restaurant has already
created a stunning landmark in Hoi An – poised betwixt the Cua
Dai beach and the old town, it is a stellar example of modern Asiatic
architecture. And with GM Frederick van Ravensteyn now at the helm,
along with the dynamic Chef Pham, it won’t be long until GODA takes
its rightful position among the foremost of fine dining venues in Hoi An.

Frederick’s reputation in the hospitality field has been built over
many years, with his experience spanning several continents. He has a
particular knack for putting the ‘x factor’ back into luxury hotels. While
hotels have been his main background, Frederick has been instrumental
in training an entirely new generation of hospitality students under
‘EuroAsia’ – a hospitality education centre for Southeast Asia. The
students who have been trained under EuroAsia are working at exclusive
F&B outlets or hotels throughout Asia, including the recently refurbished
and revamped GODA. And it is immediately apparent once you enter the
premises of GODA that you are in the presence of a group of warm and
talented professionals – kudos to Frederick’s efforts.
The menu at GODA is as ambitious and inviting as the venue itself.
Chef Pham – who has also worked alongside Frederick over numerous
projects – has created a number of inspirational dishes using the best
quality organic produce available. Almost all produce is sourced at Hoi
An’s verdant doorstep and changes with the seasons, thus embracing
the flavours and ingredients when they are at their freshest and most
flavourful. Simply put, the menu is a vibrant taste sensation! It will meet
the mood of even the most discerning of diners, whether the time calls

for a warming Winter hotpot or a refreshing Summer seafood platter. The
‘fresh from the net’ fish of the day comes in a choice of four delicious
cooking styles and is an absolute master piece.
Moreover, GODA offers an incredible cooking school with master chef
style cooking stations, professional tutors and real experience market and
village visits to source ingredients (a visit to a duck farming community is a
huge hit with families). The class gives guests the opportunity to recreate a
little of their GODA experience for friends and family back home.
With perfectly formed dining rooms including a decadent hall fit for a
lavish wedding, as well as more intimate dining spaces for romantic teta-tet’s, al fresco or shaded dining, each area offers stirring views of daily
life for miles around. Take a walk upstairs and you are rewarded with
different snapshots of the township, villages, farming paddies, and on a
clear day, glimpses of the gorgeous Cham Islands.
Most importantly, GODA’s menu is all encompassing. Take a group of 20
fussy diners and they can choose from Vietnamese, French, Japanese,
Italian, German or Californian with choices for vegetarians, vegans and
others on restricted diets. There is literally something for everyone and
the standard for quality has been set high. However, if all this choice
is leaving you bamboozled, we recommend one of GODA’s gourmet
set menus which have been exquisitely picked so that each course
complements the charmingly old fashioned ‘ladie’s menu’ (this menu
comes unpriced allowing the ladies to go wild over the menu without
considering the cost – and gentlemen needn’t worry either as GODA’s
prices sit quite comfortably with the wallet, such as imported steak
tenderloin in peppercorn sauce coming in at 220,000VND and set menus
starting at as little as 220,000VND).
For more information on GODA’s services and to peruse the tempting
GODA menu, they have a new website (www.godahoian.com) filled with
mouthwatering photos – just in case you need any more persuading!
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